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Solstice™ SRS Immobilization System

Variable pitch capability provides increased setup options in CT simulation, MR imaging (with glass fiber MR version) and corrective positioning flexibility during treatment setup.

Additional Features & Benefits

- Non-invasive immobilization with submillimeter accuracy for treatment of multiple lesions with a single isocenter
- Midline thermoplastic mask attachment provides increased rigidity and minimizes shrinkage to enhance patient comfort
- Highly conformal to the patient when using a customizable cushion and dedicated thermoplastic mask
- Unique thermoplastic frame provides easy to use, secure and quiet mask attachment
- Adaptable with Precise Bite™ to aid in effective and repeatable positioning

IMRT Reinforced Thermoplastics™

Pitch at 0 (chin down)

Pitch at 5 (neutral)

Pitch at 10 (chin up)

ClearVision™ Open-face (with Precise Bite™) compatible with Vision RT’s Align RT camera system

Shoulder Thermoplastic

NEW! MRSeries™
System Customization

The system is comprised of a carbon fiber head support, customizable cushion and dedicated thermoplastic mask designed for secure and simple attachment. These components create a highly customizable and comfortable head and neck immobilization system for precise treatment to improve patient outcomes.

SGRT Starter Kit

Kit includes: Carbon Fiber Head Support, Solstice ClearVision™ Open-face Thermoplastic, Standard (x10), 20 x 35 cm Chamfered AccuForm™ Cushion (x10), Precise Bite™ (x5).

- CHS03SGK Posifix®
- CHS04SGK Type-S™

Standard Starter Kit

Kit includes: Carbon Fiber Solstice Head Support, Solstice IMRT Reinforced Thermoplastic™ Style 18, Standard (x10), 20 x 35 cm Chamfered AccuForm Cushion (x10), Precise Bite (x5).

- CHS03K Posifix
- CHS04K Type-S

Individual Order Items

**Head Support**

- CHS03 Carbon Fiber, Posifix
- CHS04 Carbon Fiber, Type-S

- CSH03MR Glass Fiber MR, Posifix
- CSH04MR Glass Fiber MR, Type-S

**ClearVision™ Thermoplastic**

- MTAPCID1832SG Standard (shown), Qty 5
- MTAPCIN1832SG Narrow, Qty 5

**IMRT Reinforced Thermoplastic™ Style 18**

- MTAPCID1832 Standard, Qty 5
- MTAPCIN1832 Narrow (shown), Qty 5

**Shoulder Thermoplastic**

- MTAPSSTS Type-S Standard White, Solid (left)
- MTAPSSPF Posifix Standard White, Solid (right)

**AccuForm™ Cushions**

- MTACL2035 20 x 35 cm Chamfered, Qty 1
- MTACL2035HF 20 x 35 cm Chamfered, Half Fill, Qty 1

**Precise Bite™**

- MTCBPBITE Standard, Qty 5
- MTCBPBITES Small, Qty 5

- Vision RT is unable to comment on, nor make claims, about the immobilization rigidity or patient alignment reproducibility when using this mask.
- Compatibility is subject to users following CIVCO guidelines for forming open masks in conjunction with Surface Guided Radiotherapy Systems, and subject to users following Vision RT’s guidelines for drawing Regions of Interest for use in SRS with Open Masks.
- The mask vendor is responsible for ensuring that users are in receipt of guidelines for forming masks for use in conjunction with Surface Guided Radiotherapy Systems. Vendors may change their guidelines from time to time without reviewing these changes with Vision RT. Vision RT is not liable for misuse of masks.
- Vision RT makes no comment on, and is not liable for, suitability or otherwise of masks for SRS or any other procedure.
- Purchasers are responsible for making their own choices as to the masks selected by them.